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CHARACTERIZATION OF HOLOMORPHY 

BY GLOBAL GENERATION

Xiao-Dong Li

1. Introduction

For an analytic coherent sheaf :F over a Stein space X of finite di
mension, the celebrated theorem of Cartan[4,5]-Oka[15]-Serre[17] states

Theorem A Global sections r(X, J7) generate the stalks at each 
point x E X.

Theorem B. H"(X,3「) = 0 for any positive integer p.

Concerning the converse of the latter, by a theorem of Cartan[2] and 
Benhke-Stein[l], a Cousin-I domain in C2 is a domain of holomorphy. 
Let L be a complex Lie group We denote by Al the sheaf of ger- 
mes of holomorphic mappings into L. We denote by ££° the sheaf of 
germes of C°° mappings into L. Kajiwara-Kazama[8] generalized the 
above Cartan-Behnke-Stein^ theorem, by proving that, a domain D 
in a two dimensional Stem manifold is Stein if there exists a positive 
dimensional complex Lie group L with = 0 and Kajiwara-
Nishihara[10] too, by characterizing the Steinness of D by the existence 
of L such that Oka's principle holds in the sense of the quasi-mjectivity 
of the canonical mapping 一)田(以£：£°).

In case that the dimension is larger than 2, the domain D .= C3 — 
{(0,0,0)} is not a domain of holomorphy but satisfies H1(jD, O) = 0 
by Cartan[3], where O is the sheaf of germs of holomorphic functions. 
So, the vanishing of a cohomology of degree 1 is not sufficient to let 
P be a domain of holomorphy. Serre[17] characterized a domain D 
of holomorphy m Cn by the vanishing cohomology HP(Z),(9) = 0 for 
p = 1,2, • - ,n — 1. In other words, vanishing of a suitable cohomology
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with degree from 1 to n—1 characterizes the Steinness of n dimensional 
domains.

In infinite dimensional case, Dineen[6] proved HX(Q,C>) = 0 for the 
structure sheaf O over a pseudoconvex domain Q in a C-linear space 
E equipped with the finite open topology. So, pseudoconvexity im
plies the cohomology vanishing similarly to the finite dimensional case. 
Raboin[16] solved the equation 5/ = F on a Hilbert space.

Kajiwara-Shon[l 1] proved, however, for a pseudoconvex domain Q in 
the C-linear locally convex space E equipped with the finite open topol
ogy, an analytic subset 厶 of Q and any positive integer p < codimj4—2, 
the cohomology vanishing Hp(fi — A, C?) = 0. The complement A of 
the open set Q — A with respect to the pseudoconvex domain Q has no 
interior point and in case codim = oo the cohomology vanishing of all 
positive degree does not imply that the domain is a domain of holo- 
morphy. Moreover, Ohgai[13] proved, for any positive integers p and 
q、for a pseudoconvex domain Q in the C-linear locally convex space E 
equipped with the finite open topology, for a q-convex C°° function ip 
on Q and for a negative number c, Hp({x G Q; > c}, O) = 0. 
In this case, the complement (x e Q；9(z) < c} of the open set 
{x G Q; 9(z) > c} with respect to the open set Q may have interior 
points € {& € Q;(p(w) < c}.

So, m infinite dimensional case, vanishing of cohomology of all pos
itive degree of the structure sheaf O of the domain Q does not assure 
the pseudoconvexity of the domain Q.

Kajiwara[7] proved that a finite dimensional domain D with real 1 
codimensional continuous boundary in a Stein mainfold S is Stein, if 
and only if there exists a positive dimensional complex Lie group L such 
that, for any analytic polycylinder P in S, Oka's principle holds for the 
analytic fiber bundle with Z) Q P as base space and with L as structure 
group in the sense that the canonical mapping : t

f£°) is quasi-injective.

The author[12] extended the above Kajiwara^ results to the infinite 
dimensional case.

Concerning the converse of Theorem A, Wakabayashi[18] proved the 
following theorem.
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Theorem of Wakabayashi. Let X be a Unite dimensional con
nected normal complex space satisfying the following conditions: For 
any coherent sheaf of ideals T in the structure sheaf O(X) of X deter
mined by a zero-dimensional analytic set in X.「(X,Z) generates Ix 
as O(X)工 module at each point of x e X. Then X is K-complete and 
identical with its K-hulL If, in addition, ]?(X,Z) is isomorphic as a 
C-albegra to 】「(X‘，0(X')) of a reduced Stein space (X‘，O(X')), then 
X is a Stein space.

In the study of coherence of analytic sheaves over infinite dimen
sional domains, coo호dinates are infinite and, so, the generators may be 
infinite. Moreover, intersections of infinite number of open sets have 
not necessarily non empty open kernels.

In this way, as a Korean-Japanese joint work in Kyushu University, 
Kajiwaxa-Kim-Kim[이 gave a theorem, which takes a middle position 
between Theorems A and B of dimension infinite. The author suc
cesses this joint work and continues studies on a global generators of 
dimension infinite.

The main purpose of the present paper is to characterize Riemann 
domain of holomorphy by a global generation given in Kajiwara-Kim- 
Kim[이 m schlicht case, extending it to non schhcht case.

2. Main theorem

For any integers m and n with m < n, we regard the complex m- 
space Cm as a subspace

Cm = {z =(Z1, Z2： •…,2危)C C”； 2危+1 = …=跖=0}

of the superspace Cn. Let : Cm — Cn be the canonical injection. 
We put

e：=*c：= [J b
n>l

and denote by bn : Cn —> E and 心 : E -승 C" the canonical inclusion 
and projection We induce the strongest topology in E so as each 
injection Ln is continuous. Then E is the infinite dimensional locally 
convex space equipped with the finite open topology.
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Let (Q,9)be a domain over the space 玖 i.e., be a local home
omorphism of a HausdorfF space Q in the space E. Q is naturally 
equipped with the structure of a complex manifold modelled with the 
space E and we can speak of holomorphic functions e.t.c. on open sub
sets of Q. The domain Q is said to be holomorphically separable if, for 
any pair of two different point x and y of Q, there exits a holomorphic 
function / on Q with /(x) 쿠£ /(g).

Theorem. Let E be the infinite dimensional locally convex space 
equipped with the finite open topology and (Q, cp) be a holomorphically 
separable domain over E. Then, (Q, 9) is a domain of holomorphy over 
E if and o이y if the following conditions are satisfied:

Let 押)：= (外이, 为), ■ • , Zn\ • • •) be a point of E, g be a holomor
phic function on Q and f be a holomorphic function on Q such that, 
for any point G Q, there exists an open neighborhood Ux of x, a holo
morphic function hx on Ux and a sequence (hXii,hXj2,・• • , hXjn, - • •) of 
holomorphic functions hx^n on Ux satisfying

00
⑴ f = ghx + £(為。9 一 z^)hx>t on Ux.

4 = 1

Then, there exists a holomorphic function h on Cl and a sequence 
(hi,龙 2, •…,hn, • • •) of holomorphic functions on Q satisfying

8
f = gh + £(Z o(p- z^)hz on Q.

2=1

Proof of only if part. This is a special case of Kajiwara-Kim-Kim[9] 
treated only the schlicht case. So, the theorem of only if part of the 
present paper is also a generalization in the special case. There exists 
a positive integer n such that z(°)€ Cn, i.e., the i/5s coordinate 舟)of 
the point is zero when v > n. Moreover, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that the point z(이 is the origin in E.

By induction with respect to z/ > n, we prove the following Propo
sition Pu:
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Pu. There exists a holomorphic function h«)on *厂i(C") and a 
sequence

(九"彭0 广--,h^\ …)of holomorphic functions on </?~1(Cp) sat
isfying

V
/ = "，(")+。on (广(C").

Z = 1

and that, for any m — n,n + l, - - - ,p — 1 each /《저」is an extension of 
頌，to y?-1(Cm4'1) for z = 1,2, ••- ,m.

Validity of Pn.

We consider the open covering

Z7(n) := {{爲「心厂1((如)；⑦ g Q}

of the n-dimensional Stein manifold y?-1(Cn) and the sheaf R(")of 
relations of n + 1 holomorphic functions g, z】。9, Z2。3, •— , zn。p of 
holomorphic functions on(^-1(Cn). Under the assumption (1), for any 
x and y with UxQUyQ <^-1(Cn)尹饱{(hy 一 hx,hVil 一 hx^,hyi2 一 
知:,2, • • • , hy,n — /虹,”)；气?/ G Q} is a 1-cocycle of the covering with 
coefficients m the sheaf 72#". The canonical mapping H'(乙*，72印))으 
Zi(〃(n),R(n))/Bi(Zg),R(n)) — 丫((厂上(。，7*)) is injective and 
H1(<p-i(Cn),= 0 by Oka[14], i.e. by Theorem B. Hence, the 
Lcocy시e {(/如 一 hx, /如,1 — ? hy? — hXi2? * * * , ”初九 — '虹,n)；£ Q} 
is a coboundary of Lcghain (对"七对% , - , k紀為);① C Q} of the

covering I*) with coefficients in the sheaf 7기We put

胛)：=-空)，:=矽？-吧 皿 Ux A疽(顷)

for any x e Q. Then,力(％砰"0?七…J舟) are well-defined holo
morphic functions on yp~1(Cn) satisfying

n
/ = "(n) + »。g") on 9?-1(Cn),

1=1

what completes the proof of the validity of Pn.
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Validity of R t

We extend, respectively, the holomorphic functions 九（'）,/if이,/4'）：

• • • , on the analytic subset of the Stein manifold <^-1（Cp+1）
to functions

九（세） J*서'"#서。，. •' , 九£서。holomorphic on the ambiant Stein 
manifold 9一고（C서」）. Since the holomorphic function 了너」） — 

glkU+i）从서一 石。3）/#서° on gL（C사］） vanishes on the 

submanifold（p~l（Cu\ i.e., when 勾+1。9 = 0, the meromorphic func
tion

九（서"1） flpT（C 어T）  g|pT（C 너T） 从 "+D  EX=l（Zz O 9） 九?서」）

z서」O（p

on （（가서」） has points of 2力+109 — 0 as removable singularities and 
is holomorphically continued to a holomorphic function on 9一'（C1서 
denoted by the same symbol h，（세） . Thus, we have

서」
了 = "（사 1）+ 丈 gj"i） on 疽 （CH），

z=고

what completes the proof of R —> R서」.

Proof of the if part. Assume that （Q, 9） were not a domam of holo- 
morphy over E. There would exist an ideal boundary point of 
（风 9）, an non empty open subset U of Q, an open neighborhood W 
in E of the base point z（°）•= （K이, 為이广 . - , 舟）, …） :=<p（xQ） and 

an open proper subset V of W such that 9 maps U biholomorphically 
onto V, that few* every holomorphic function f on Q, the holomorphic 
function f o （^|（7）-1 on=VcW would be continued holomor
phically to W 3 9（£°）.

There exists a positive integer n such that z（°）G Cn. Hence the 
stalk（qT（z（Q）） is at most countable. We count points of g厂"（，事。）） 

as {%（"）;〃 = 1,2,3,- - -}. Since Q is holomorphically separable, the 
points z（°）and are separated by a holomorphic function on Q, 
there exists a holomorphic function /p（x） on Q such that =
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0 and 九@(0) 0 for any u > 1. Let {Ku; v = be a
sequence of compact subsets Ku of Q such that Ku C g厂 «*) and 
that Ku is contained in the interior of Ku^i in cp-1 (C사i). Let a := 
(ai, a2, * * , , • * •) be an element of the Hilbert space 砂 of square
summable sequences. We put

(2)
/、 1 sjb(⑦)
成)：=匚矛1 +沖5皿)| on Q.

Then 饥養-卞/)converges uniformly on any compact subset of(pT(c”) 
and ga is a holomorphic function on Q. Since the set Su of a5s with 
ga(aW) = 0 is a nowhere dense closed subset of the Hilbert space A 
by the theorem of Riesz, the complement of their union U泛pS” has an 
exterior point a in £2 by the therein of Baire For this a, we denote ga 
simply by g. Then the holomorphic function g on Q separates the point 
抑)and other points in the stalk (厂i(z(°)) simultaneously, i.e., we have 
g(⑦的)=0 and g(M")) + 0 for i/ = 1,2,3, • • •. Let x be a point of Q. 
Then, two cases may occur. Firstly, w :=(Wj°\ • • • , Wn\ •…)：=

河尘)寸二 z(°). There exits a positive integer m such that 々阳 尹 z必). 

Since the coordinate function o 99 — 2絆 is continuous, there exits 
an open neighborhood W(x) of the point x such that ZmO(p — z紗 尹 0 
m W(x) Then, for the holomorphic function on W defined by

hm^x ：= (0),

Zm。9 一

we have
1 =(2m。9 ― Z黛))九V矿(⑦).

In the second case thatthe point x belongs to the said 
{%(")；〃 = 1,2,3, • • • } =(qT(z(°)) — the holomorphic function g 
constructed by (2) satisfies g(x) 구4 0 = There exits an open
neighborhood W(x) of the point x such that g(g)尹 0 for # C W(x). 
Then, for the holomorphic function hx on W(x} defined by

hx ：= /■ x (y G W(z))) 
9(y)
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we have
1 = ghx on IV(x).

Thus the assumption (1) is satisfied. Then, there would exist a holo
morphic function /i on Q and a sequence {h^i = 1,2, • • - , n, • • } of 
holomorphic functions on Q such that we would have

oo 
l=gh + £(z，n o 9 - 2書))九 

Z=1

for the constant function 1 on Q. By the assumptioif of the reduction 
to absurd, the holomorphic functions g o (^|/7)~1, h o and h塊 o
«P|u)T are holomorphically continued to holomorphic functions on 
W 3 which are denoted by the same symbols. We substitute 
名=in the equation

oo
1 = g。O + f(Zm - 2&))榄 O (s|u)T

1=1

and get the equation 1 = 0, what is a contradiction.
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